Background

Methods

● Two most common techniques for elbow ulnar collateral
ligament reconstruction (UCLR) = docking and modified Jobe
Figure-of-Eight
○ Similar tunnel through ulna sublime tubercle
○ Differ in humeral fixation

● Systematic review and meta-analysis conducted in accordance with Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines and checklist
● Protocol registered on PROSPERO and published on 29 July 2019 (ID 134743, reg. num. CRD42019134743)
● Systematic search of MEDLINE, Embase, CENTRAL (Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials), CINAHL
(Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature), and SPORTDiscus through April 2019 with
combinations of the Medical Subject (MeSH) headings “ulnar”, “collateral”, “ligament”, and “reconstruction” and
the Boolean operators “AND” and “OR”; abstracts focusing on thumb UCL reconstruction discarded
● Quality assessment & best evidence synthesis
○ Individual study bias → Methodological Index for Non-randomized Studies (MINORS) tool
○ Publication bias → funnel plot analysis
○ Methodological quality → American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons’ (AAOS) levels of evidence
● Conway outcomes examined through random effects
models using the Restricted Maximum Likelihood (ReML)
method with study-level random effects and fixed-effect
moderators designated for graft technique (docking vs.
Figure-of-Eight) and FPM preservation vs. detachment
with UNTSM
● Weighted effect sizes calculated as Freeman-Tukey
double-arcsine transformed proportion of excellent
outcomes for variance stabilization
● Summary effects estimated from inverse double-arcsine
transformation using sample size harmonic means
Conway scale based on return-to-play ability
● Separate model constructed to compare mean RTP times

Figure-of-Eight

Docking

● Jobe et al., JBJS, 19861
○ Original description of UCLR technique and early results
○ Used Figure-of-Eight graft construct
○ Medial epicondyle tunnels directed posteriorly into cubital
tunnel required full exposure and mobilization of the ulnar
nerve to protect it
○ Exposure achieved through detachment of the flexor-pronator
mass (FPM) muscles, with routine submuscular ulnar nerve
transposition (UNTSM) performed on all patients
● Key modifications to original classic Jobe technique
○ Medial epicondyle tunnels directed anteriorly2
○ UNTSM abandoned for subcutaneous transposition (UNTSC)2,3
○ FPM-preserving approaches developed3,4
● Previous systematic reviews have concluded that the docking
technique is associated with better outcomes; however, these
included results of original classic Jobe reconstructions without
accounting for effects of FPM detachment/routine UNTSM5–7
● Recent prospective analysis comparing the techniques have
found no significant differences in outcomes8–9

Objectives
● Avoid summary effect confusion and unintentional effect size
merging by eliminating inappropriate variable aggregation
● Hypotheses:
○ No significant difference in excellent outcomes between
docking and Figure-of-Eight techniques when FPM preserved
and no UNTSM
○ No significant difference in the time to return to play (RTP)
between docking and Figure-of-Eight techniques
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Fig. 2. Forest plot analysis of outcomes of UCLR, modeling proportion of
excellent Conway outcomes (A–C) and RTP time (D). Fig. 2A: This model
does not account for FPM preservation vs detachment/UNTSM. A significantly
higher proportion of excellent outcomes is observed with docking
reconstructions (P = .031). Fig. 2B: This model is identical to the one in Fig.
2A, comparing effects of graft configuration without accounting for effects of
FPM preservation vs detachment/UNTSM, but omitting results of the original
classic Jobe reconstructions, resulting in no significant difference between
docking and Figure-of-Eight (P = .139). Fig. 2C: This model includes all
studies but controls for both graft configuration and FPM preservation vs
detachment/UNTsm, resulting in no significant difference between docking and
Figure-of-Eight (P = .139). Fig. 2D: No significant difference in mean RTP
times between docking and Figure-of-Eight reconstructions, controlling for
FPM preservation vs detachment/UNTSM (P = .729).
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Results

Conclusions

● 21 eligible studies (10 studies with docking results,
14 studies with Figure-of-Eight results), total of
1,842 cases (Fig. 1)
○ 320 docking reconstructions
○ 1,466 Figure-of-Eight reconstructions
● 1,522 (82.6%) excellent overall (62%–92%
excellent for docking, 33%–89% excellent for
Figure-of-Eight)
● Significant difference between docking and
Figure-of-Eight only when ignoring potential effects
of FPM preservation vs detachment with UNTSM, as
in previous studies (Fig. 2A)
● No significant difference when omitting studies that
included classic Jobe reconstructions or controlling
for FPM preservation vs detachment/UNTSM
● No significant difference in mean RTP time

● No significant difference in the proportion of excellent Conway outcomes between
docking and Figure-of-Eight techniques
● No significant difference in RTP time between docking and Figure-of-Eight techniques
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